MAKE YOUR OWN
BOOK PAGE WREATH!
Materials Included:
 Many pages from discarded library books – thank you for giving them a new purpose!
 Cardboard wreath back
 String to hang the wreath
You will need:
 GLUE. Hot glue works best, but craft glue will do in a pinch – just make sure you leave
the glue plenty of time to dry!
 OPTIONAL: colors – run a marker along the edges of your pages to add a little color, if
you like.

Instructions
1. Affix your hanging string to the back of your wreath.
Don’t wait til the end to do this – you’ll crumple your pages! Trim it down if you wish.

2. Play around with making cones until they look the way you want.
Roll the pages up to get a nice cone shape. Compare them to your wreath base – you
may decide to cut the pages in half and make smaller cones. Up to you! They can look
however you want – some people don’t want the page numbers showing, some people
want pointier edges, or maybe you want to make sure the pages from the
beginnings/ends of chapters, the ones that don’t have much text, are rolled up so the
wordier side is out. Make sure it’s something you can repeat; you want fairly identical
cones so you don’t throw off the look of your wreath. Or maybe you want them to look
a little different – it’s your wreath, get creative!

3. Get to gluing!
Once you’ve formed your cone, place a dab of glue to keep it secure. Repeat! You don’t
have to make all of them at once – I usually make a bunch, then lay out my wreath to
get an idea of how many more cones I will need.

4. Lay out your wreath.
Once you’ve made several cones, start laying them out around the wreath frame to get
an idea of how your wreath will come together. Space your first layer of cones out so
you can fit a second layer in between.

5. Once you have the spacing the way you want it, glue down the first layer.
6. Wait for those to dry, then add the second layer in between, staggering the height of
your cones (maybe an inch or so closer to the center of the wreath) to get a nice, full
look. Make sure no ends stick into the middle of the wreath – unless you want them to!

7. Some folks are okay with the ends of their cones defining the ring in the center of the
wreath. You could also fold (and glue) cones so there’s a nice, defined edge. Keep
adding cones and layers until it’s as full as you want! (Please feel free to recycle or
otherwise reuse any leftover pages in your kit. They’re great for scrapbooking, paper
bracelets, and more!)

8. Hang your wreath up and show it off! Post pics and tag us if you like – we’d love to see
your finished projects! We’re the West Bend Community Memorial Library on Facebook,
and @WestBendLibrary on Instagram.

Instructions adapted from http://alittlekooky.com/2018/02/05/make-book-page-wreath/

